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The Class Conflict in Chaucer's "The Clerk's Tale
Geoffrey Chaucer's liThe Clerk's Tale, II ultimately a
folktale, may be viewed as a class conflict between
the peasantry and the aristocracy if it is read within
the framework of Vladimir Propp's and Jack
Zipes's definition of the folktale and within the
historical context ofthe later fourteenth century.
1
"The Clerk's Tale" has commonly been interpreted as a Christian allegory' in
order to find a satisfying explanation for Griselda's patient submission to Walter's cruelty.
Feminist interpretations of the tale have persuasively sought to establish that Walter's
treatment of Griselda is a reflection of the actual treatment and patriarchal view of
women in the feudal Middle Ages. 2 However, if we examine what 1. Burke Severs, in
The Literary Relationships of Chaucer's Clerkes Tale, identifies as "the ultimate origin"
of the tale3, and if we examine the impact of some historical events, like the Peasants'
Revolt of 1381, on the tale, we shall see that Chaucer's Griselda tale may be more
subversive than it would seem from an allegorical or feminist reading of it.
An examination of the folktale origins of "The Clerk's Tale" within the
framework of Vladimir Propp's and Jack Zipes's definition of the folktale and within the
historical framework of the later fourteenth century may allow us to view the tale as a
class conflict4 between the peasantry (represented by Griselda) and the feudal aristocracy
(represented by Walter). Stephen Knight, in Geoffrey Chaucer, has also recognized that
"... the tension between lord and underlings is the fault line on which this tale perilously
stands... " (Knight 110)5. Knight, however, does not use the folktale origins of the tale
to discuss this "tension" but rather uses actual historical events, like the Peasants' Revolt,
to support his claim.
I further contend that the class conflict is resolved in the tale and this resolution is
part of what Fredric Jameson, in The Political Unconscious, terms the "ideologeme" in
narratives: "[t]he ideologeme ... may be described ... as a protonarrative, a kind of
ultimate class fantasy about the 'collective characters' which are the classes in
2
opposition" (Jameson 87). The "protonarrative," or the sub-narrative, of this tale is
Griselda's "constan[cy] in adversitee" (J 146/ throughout the three tests imposed on her
by Walter. Her "constancy" achieves the peasantry's "ultimate class fantasy:" oppressIOn
from the feudal aristocracy ceases. 7
D. D. Griffith's study (1931) and Bettridge's and Utley's cooperative study (1971)
discuss in detail the folktale origins ofBoccaccio's final tale in The Decameron, the tale
translated by Petrarch and then used by Chaucer as one of his major sources for "The
Clerk's Tale." Griffith claims that the "tabu-group" of the Cupid and Psyche tales and a
borrowing of the "intended bride" motif from Marie de France's Lai del Frene are the
sources of Boccaccio's tale. One example of the "tabu-group" which Griffith cites is
"Tulisa, The Wood-Cutter's Daughter," a tale of Asiatic origin. A summary of this tale
will exemplifY one of the possible elements maintained by Chaucer.
The "other world being" first appears as a voice at a well where Tulisa,
the daughter of a "destitute wood-cutter" (Griffith 31), is fetching water,
and this voice asks for her hand in wedlock. She leaves the well and upon
her return she tells the voice that she cannot marry without the permission
of her father. The voice bids her to bring her father to the well so he can
ask permission to wed this girl. She eventually marries this being and the
tabu is placed on her by her husband. She is not to admit anyone to their
castle when he is not there, and she is not to question his identity. She
allows an insistent old woman to enter the castle one day who urges her
to question her husband's identity. After she questions him, he is turned
into a serpent. She is subsequently returned to her former impoverished
state. Eventually, squirrels inform her that she must endure several tests
in order to be reunited with her husband. She undergoes these tests
successfully and is reunited with her husband. (Griffith 31-2)
Griffith points out that in Chaucer's tale"... Griselda's association with water appears at
the exact place where it would appear in a Cupid and Psyche tale" (Griffith 86), and
3
considers it an obvious indication of the influence of this group of tales on Chaucer. 8
Griselda is confronted with Walter's marriage proposal after she returns from the w~ll:
[Griselda] . . . to fecchen water at a welle is went,
And cometh hoom as soone as ever she may;
For wei she hadde herd seyd that thilke day
The markys sholde wedde, and if she myghte,
She wolde fayn han seyn som of that sighte. (276-80)
Griffith also discusses another strand in the Cupid and Psyche tales which is
found in Chaucer's story: the taking away of children as a "test under tabu" (Griffith 46).' _
Griffith claims that "[i]n these stories, the other-world being usually takes his wife to a
palace where she lives in happiness. He always demands a test of fidelity because of his
superior nature ..." (Griffith 61). In Chaucer's tale, Griselda does live in the palace with
Walter, although she only lives in happiness until he demands that her children be taken
away as a "test under tabu" (or as a "test of fidelity"). The initial "tabu" is the total
submissiveness Walter expects from Griselda in their marriage:
I seye this: be ye redy with good herte
To al my lust, and that I £rely may,
-
As me best thynketh, do yow laughe or smerte,
And nevere ye to grucche it, nyght ne day? (351-54)
For Griffith the "Intended Bride" theme at the end of Boccaccio's tale was
possibly a borrowing from II ••• the final episode of the Lai del Frene (Griffith 104).
Frene, who is reared in a nunnery, is the mistress of a noble, but the other
nobles ask him to find a wife. Frene becomes the servant girl at his..
4
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wedding where he is betrothed to her sister. However, this noble
discovers on his wedding day that Frene is of noble birth, and he
subsequently marries her instead of her sister. (Griffith 104)
Of course, the "intended bride" in Boccacio's tale, Petrarch's translation, and Chaucer's
tale is Griselda's daughter9
Bettridge's and Utley's study of the folktale origins of "The Clerk's Tale" has
difficulty in accepting Griffith's study and offers another possible source. They identifY
nine versions (four are Turkish and five are Greek) of tales known as "The Patience of a
Princess;" these tales are a sub-group of the Cupid and Psyche tales. A summary of one
of these versions ("Smyrna II," which is a fairly complete version) will exemplifY some of
the basic narrative elements found in Chaucer's tale.
A poor man has three daughters, and his youngest daughter offers to sell
herself to the king so that her family will have money. Her marketable
virtue is her patience. The king buys her and eventually takes her to his
remote castle in the forest and he leaves her there alone. She realizes,
after a few months, that she is pregnant, and worries about eventually
delivering the baby on her own. The king comes back to the castle, with
a midwife, when it is time for her to have the baby. He takes the baby
from her and leaves again. When he returns a few months later, he
impregnates her again, but does not mention their first child. The peasant
girl does not ask about her child because she must prove that she is
patient; after all, her patience is why the king brought her. The king
repeats this cycle of impregnating her and taking the children away a total
of four times. During all her time alone, the girl talks to a clay doll she
made in order to provide some refuge from loneliness. The king, during
one of his short visits, even accuses this girl of infidelity when he asks
her: "You have the brass to tell me they are my children? And how do I
know?" (BettridgefUtley 177). And to torment the girl even more, the
king tells her that he threw the children away. But this girl remains
steadfast in her patience by never showing her emotions. Finally, the king
returns and announces that he is talking her back to his palace because he
needs another servant for his wedding. The girl remains patient, but also
realizes that she does not have a choice in obeying these tests because, as
she states, "I am his chattel" (BettridgefUtley 177). At the wedding, she
5
is presented as the Icing's bride and he announces that she will be the ne'Y
queen. (BettridgelUtley 175-78)
BettridgelUtley (183) conclude that "The Patience of a Princess" even though modem
(because not collected until the twentieth century), may well be representative of the
medieval folktale which Boccaccio used as his source. Since the "intended bride" motif
is in this group of tales, BettridgelUtley do not consider Marie de France's poem as a
source. The patience of the princess in these tales' is of course fairly obvious in
Chaucer's tale since Griselda never complains after her children are taken from ber, nor
, -
• I
after Walter tells her that he is div9rcing her. \
These folk tales discussed by Griffith and BettridgelUtley can be understood as
tales created by the oppressed class. Vladimir Propp claims that "[f]olklore~is, first and
foremost, the art of the oppressed classes, both peasants and workers ... " (propp 5).10
11 f .
Fredric Jameson also recognizes that the folktale is a narrative form created by the
oppressed classes when he discusses, in The Political Unconscious, how all narratives
contain conflicting cultural voices. The incorporation of ". . . fragments of essentially
peasant cultures: folk songs, fairy tales . . ." in narratives assures ". . . the eXistence of
I
marginalized or oppositional cultures ..." in relation to the hegemonic one (85-86). We
can understand that "Tulisa, the Wood-Cutter's Daughter," the ~upid and Psyche tale
Griffith discusses, is "the art of the oppressed class" (the peasantry)\ The h~roine is the
daughter of a "destitute wood-cutter" and the main action revolves around her escape
from and return to destitution. Similarly, the "patient princess" in "Smyrna II"-is also a
6
member of this oppressed class, and the main action of this tale takes as its origin her
attempt to escape her poverty.
However, not all folklorists view the folktale as an art form 0f.the, "oppressed
classes." Max Luthi, in The European Folktale: Form and' Nature, for instance, claims
that the folktale is not a narrative form that originates with the co~onpeople: 'The
folktale may be literature for primitive people, but it is not literature by primitive people.
,
. . It arises from an act of genuine poetic vision" (99). Because the folktale is a
structured and complex art form, Luthi believes that £t is created by mists, and not by
,I
the common people. But still, as for the common people, it must reflect their concerns
and desires no matter who ~he artist may have been.
Jack Zipes, in Breaking the Magic Spell, does view the folktale as an art form of
the "oppressed classes" but does not view the fairy tale as such: liThe term fairy tale is
f
of bourgeois coinage and indicates the advent of a new literary form which appropriates
-I
elements of folklore to address and criticize the aspirations and need.s o_f an, emerging
bourgeois audience ll (27). Zipes claims that the fairy tale belongs to the bourgeoisie of
I
the eighteenth century and succeeding centuries. Therefore, since II Smyrna II" is a
"modern representative of a medieval source ll (BettridgefUtley 183), tlfe desire of the
girl to elevate her family's social status through morletary gaiI( may reflect the
"aspirations and needs of an emerging bourgeois audience" that also ~esires ~his garn.
But it seems that most of the qualities of this tale are more akin to the folktale, rather '
than the eighteenth century IIfairy tale," since the patient princess is poor (her poverty
'.
certainly does not reflect the financial status of the bourgeoisie), and the pnncess
.£ .. .
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perceives herself as the property of the king. The bourgeoisie may perceive themselves
as inferior to the aristocratic class, but they do not perceive themselves as the property of
this class since the feudal system is basically defunct by the eighteenth century; the
bourgeoisie essentially develop as a "free" class. More generally, Zipes observes:
"Originally the folktale was (and still is to a certain degree) an oral narrative form
cultivated by the common people to express the manner in which they perceived nature
and their social order and their wish to satisfy their needs and wants" (Zipes 5). In
"Tulisa, the Wood-Cutter's Daughter" and in Smyrna II" we can see how the peasantry
"perceives their social order." In both tales the peasant heroines are extremely poor in
juxtaposition to the financially secure "other-world being" and the king, respectively.
And the heroine of"Smyrna II" most notably perceives herself as the king's "chattel."
In these tales, we can also see how the "wish" of the peasantry "to satisfy their
needs and wants" is manifested in the act of marriage. Both peasant girls escape their
poverty upon entrance into their respective marriages. Griffith claims, in an explanatory
note, that "[o]ne reason for the popularity of the tales in which a lord or king marries a
peasant maiden is the improbability of such an occurrence in the actual life of Western
Europe" (Griffith 71). It is improbable" that a noble would marry a peasant girl
(something I will discuss in more detail later), but this was such a popular motif in these
Cupid and Psyche tales because this motif expresses the "common people's" desire or
"wish" to improve their social status. Also, in these folk tales the tests imposed upon the
peasant girls can be understood as what Zipes terms the "... depiction of [the common
people's] struggles and contradictions" (Zipes 27). The peasant girls struggle to endure
8
the tests imposed upon them by a powerful being. Their struggle can be understood as
the "depiction" of the actual class conflict between the oppressed and the oppressor.
In "The Clerk's Tale" we will see how the peasantry "perceives their social
order," and how Griselda's marriage is the peasantry's "wish to satisfY their needs and
wants. " We will also see, after a discussion of the actual class conflict between the
fourteenth-century peasantry and aristocracy that culminated in the Peasants' Revolt of
1381, how Walter's tests are a "depiction" of the feudal oppression that is responsible for
this class conflict.
The impoverished state of the peasants is illustrated by the Clerk's description of
Griselda's village in the tale:
Noght fer fro thilke paleys honurable,
Wher as this markys shoop his mariage,
Ther stood a throop, of site delitable,
In which that povre folk of that village
Hadden hir beestes and hir herbergage,
And of hir labour tooke hir sustenance,
After that the erthe yafhem habundance. (197-203)
Griselda's village resembles William Woods's description of an actual peasant village of
the fourteenth century: "We have to imagine a little cluster of rickety, thatched cottages
huddled round a church that looks fairly new, or perhaps in reasonably close proximity to
the manor house itself' (Woods 9). The village is near Walter's palace, and his palace is
"the manor house" since he is technically the feudal lord of Griselda's village. And this
9
village seems to be arranged in a "cluster" since the "beestes" and their "herbergage" are
in the same location.
In light of the peasantry's poverty in this tale, they "perceive their social order" as
inferior in relation to the aristocratic class. After Walter places the "tabu" on Griselda
(i.e., when he tells her to never "grucchell his will), she replies: 11 ••• Lord, undigne and
unworthy/Am I to thilke honour that ye me beede,/But as ye wole youreself, right so wol
111 (359-61). She perceives herself as lIunworthyll because of her social status. Griselda's
remark to Walter upon her departure from his palace, later in the tale, also illustrates
how the peasants, through Griselda, IIperceive their social order:"
. . . How that bitwixen youre magnificence
And my poverte no wight kan ne may
Maken comparison; it is no nay.
I ne heeld me nevere digne in no manere
To be youre wyf, no, ne youre chamberere. (815-19)
The peasantry, as represented by Griselda, perceive the stark difference between their
class status and the feudal aristocracy's. It is therefore not surprising that Griselda
expresses feelings ofworthlessness in Walter's presence.
Since the peasantry express their oppression and since that oppression must be
considered to have a financial dimension, at least in part, we consequently see their IIwish
to satisfy their needs and wants; 11 i.e., their desire to escape poverty. And this llwishll is
manifested in the act of marriage. We have seen, in the folktale sources of Chaucer's
tale, how the marriage between the peasant heroines and their respective husbands does
10
indeed elevate their social status. Woods claims that one motive for marriage in the
Middle Ages was for a woman to escape her serfdom: "A woman might escape bondage
by marrying a freeman, but this was not secure, for she reverted to bondage on the death
of her husband" (Woods 8). Griselda's readiness in accepting Walter's marriage proposal
can be explained by her desire to escape financial oppression. For it seems that the
"reproach" she expresses upon hearing Walter's request that she leave his palace, later in
the tale, is in part due to her return to class "bondage:" "0 goode God! How gentil and
how kyndeNe semed by youre speche and youre visage/The day that maked was oure
mariage!" (852-54). Severs asserts that her comment is not only one of Chaucer's
original "add[itions] to his sources," but it contains "... an implied judgment ofWalter's
actions, and a note of reproach ..." (Severs 235). Severs does not, however, draw a
relationship between her "reproach" and her return to class "bondage."
Although a woman could "escape bondage by marrying a freeman" in the Middle
Ages, it is extremely unlikely that she could accomplish this by marrying a noble. Angela
M. Lucas, in Women in the Middle Ages: Religion, Marriage, and Letters, reports:
"The Magna Carta of 1215 laid stress on the fact that marriage should be 'without
disparagement', that is, it should be between 'pares,' persons of equal social standing"
(Lucas 86). Therefore, it would be highly unlikely for a marquis to marry a peasant girl
.
based on this dictate in the Magna Carta. If women indeed could "escape bondage by
marrying a freeman," that freeman would more than likely be a fellow peasant, and not a
member of the aristocracy; some peasants were free from the lands of their feudal
,.
overlords. Even Lucas asserts, in regard to Walter's and Griselda's marriage:
11
" .
... smce
\.
q
/
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he is a marquis, and she the daughter of the poorest man in the nearest village, the
...
inequality of the match seems most l/Ilfeudal" (Lucas 98). Their marriage, then, is the
/
peasantry's fantastical "wish" of escaping their financial oppression.
The peasantry's "wish to satisfy their needs and wants" in the act of marriage:
however, is not actually fulfilled in this act alone; their "wish" of escaping financial
oppression is not fulfilled until "the ultimate class fantasy" is achieved at the end of the
tale. After Griselda marries Walter, the "depiction of the struggle and contradictions" of
the peasantry is expressed in the tale. The feudal oppression that is responsible for the <.
class conflict between the peasantry and the aristocracy is expressed in the oppressive ;
tests Walter imposes upon Griselda. That these tests in the folktale sources I have
discussed could also be the expression or manifestation of a class conflict in the
. -
respective cultures of these tales may also be true. But our concern here is with their
significance in Chaucer.
A possible means to understanding the expression of a class conflict 'in Ch<!!1cer's
tale is a consideration of Chaucer's familiarity with the Peasants' Revolt of 1381 ~nd t4~
actual class conflict of the fourteenth century that culminated in the Revolt. Chaucer
\
must have been familiar with the Revolt since he specifically refers to it in "The Nun's
Priest's Tale" when the narrator of this tale describes the shrieking "hens chasing /the fox
who has captured Chauntecleer:
Certes, he Jakke Straw and his meynee
Ne made nevere shoutes half so shrille
Whan that they wolden any Flemyng kille,
12
) .
\ .
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I.
("The Nun's Priest's Tale"As that day was maad upon the fox.
3394-97)
Jack Straw was one of the leaders of the Peasants' Rebellion in London, and he and other
rioters attacked Flemish tradesmen living in London at the time. 11
"Chaucer certainly knew about [the] dramatic climax [of the Peasants Revolt of
1381] -- the murder of [Archbishop] Sudbury and the sacking of John of Gaunt's Savoy
palace were notorious, and his own apartments over Aldgate faced Mile End: the rebels
entered London literally under his eyes" (Knight 68). Chaucer lived near Mile End,
which is where King Richard II initially met the peasant rioters in order to listen to their
demands, and it is possible to surmise that he would quite likely have seen the peasants
on their way to meet the King. And Chaucer would have at least heard about the murder
of the Archbishop and the destruction of Gaunt's palace since he lived at Aldgate. 12
Chaucer also probably had a good understanding of the class conflict that
resulted in the Revolt since he held the position of Justice of the Peace for Kent in
1385-86 and"... it is clear that Chaucer served in office with people who had gained
experience in the post-1381 trials and commissions which examined the Peasants'
Revolt" (Olson 56-7) .13 He most likely, then, had at least some knowledge and/or
understanding of the peasantry's discontents and their feelings of oppression as a result
of working with those who "examined" the Revolt.
Chaucer's familiarity with the Peasants' Revolt thus enables us to consider the
possibility that a class conflict is expressed in "The Clerk's Tale." And a brief
examination of the Revolt will hopefully secure this possibility.14 Oman asserts that the
13
causes contributing to the Revolt of May 30 - June 28, 13 81 had their inception in the
Black Death (Plague) of 1348, and the subsequent Statute of Labourers Law of 1351
(Oman 5). The Plague, because of the devastating effects on the population, enabled the
peasants (i.e., freeman who were not bound to the land of a feudal lord) to charge a
higher rate for their labor. Then the Statute ofLabourers was passed by the Crown in an
attempt to lower wages to pre-Plague levels (Oman 7). Of course, the peasants were not
content with this decrease in financial income.15 To add to their discontentment, the Poll
Tax, a general tax placed on all persons to help raise money for the Crown's war with
France, was levied in 1381, and this tax placed a serious financial burden on many of the
peasants. The wealthy were supposed to be taxed at a higher rate than the poor, "[bJut
in poor villages, where there was no moneyed resident, every villein [i.e., serf bound to
the land of a feudal overlord] and cottager had to pay the full shilling, because there was
no 'sufficient person' to help him out." (Oman 27).
This financial oppression was the immediate cause of the peasants' uprising in the
summer of 1381. The first outbreak of peasant violence occurred in Essex when a
commissioner for the Crown came to collect the Poll Tax (Oman 32). Subsequent
violence and riots ensued across England, and London was essentially under siege by the
peasants in early June. The London riots were organized and led by Wat Tyler (Oman
38). Jack Straw and John Ball were also leaders of clusters of peasant rioters
throughout London. Basically, the peasants were expressing their anger over their
financial oppression, but some also expressed a more revolutionary intention: "All social
14
inequalities were to be redress,ed, there were no longer to be rich and poor, nor lords and
serfs" (Oman 43).
According to French, and Oman's study concurs, King Richard met the demands
of the peasants after three days of extreme violence in the city of London. He
guaranteed that ". . . all serfs in England should be freed . . . [and] a general pardon
should be extended to all concerned in the rebellion" (French 21). However, the leaders
of the riots persisted in creating violence because they did not trust the word of the King.
Finally, the King met with Wat Tyler and the other rioters in the town of Smithfield in
order to discuss their grievances. One of the King's men wounded Tyler, and the King
himself offered to be their leader. The peasant rebels accepted him, and he guided them
out of town and into the company of other armed men who were supporters of the King
(French 23). Of course, the King revoked all of his initial promises after the rebellions
were crushed throughout the country (French 24-5).
However, before we can view Griselda's tests as the reflection or manifestation of
the fourteenth-century feudal oppression that is responsible for the class conflict between
the peasantry and the aristocracy, we must keep in mind that Chaucer did not actually
create these tests, but rather maintained them in his adaptation of Petrarch's folktale.
Griffith claims, if we recall, that the "other-world being" in the Cupid and Psyche tales ".
. . demands a test of fidelity because ofhis superior nature . . ." (Griffith 61). This being,
however, demands these tests because ". . . he is compelled by some law of his world to
test the mortal ..." (Griffith 61).16 The one being tested cannot perceive any reason for
the imposed trials. In Chaucer's tale, it appears that Walter, from Griselda's perspective,
15
has no reason to impose his tests especially since, after their marriage, she successfully
~
assists Walter in governing Saluces:
. . . whan that the cas required it
The commune profit koude she redresse.
Ther nas discord, rancour, ne hevynesse
In al that land that she ne koude apese,
And wisely brynge hem alle in reste and ese. (430-34Y7
There are several ways in which the imposition of these tests by Walter might be
explained. Walter may be testing Griselda because of Chaucer's maintenance of the
folktale origins of the tale. In other words, Walter simply demands these tests because
the origin of his character is an "other-world being" who must test his mortal wife in
accordance with "some law of his world." Or if this tale is read in a psychoanalytic
context, as Patricia Cramer reads it (see footnote #2), Walter tests Griselda as part of "..
. a necessary reenactment of his unfinished renunciation of his desire for his mother . . ."
(Cramer 498). That is, Walter is repeating, with Griselda, the Oedipal complex he did
not resolve with his mother. And if this tale is read as a reflection of the marital relations
between husbands and wives in the Middle Ages, as Deborah Ellis suggests (see footnote
#2), then Walter's tests can be viewed as the abuse wives had to endure from their
husbands.
These reasons for Walter's tests, however, do not explain why Walter specifically
refers to Griselda's inferior social status as he imposes them. In Boccaccio's and
Petrarch1s tale Walter also refers to Griselda's social status during her tests,18 and thus
16
this reference appears to be a topos. But Petrarch's narrator (Boccaccio's narrator does
not need to be considered since Chaucer was not familiar with his tale) does not judge
Walter as the Clerk does. The comments made by Petrarch's narrator diminish the
attention we give to Walter's reference to Griselda's social status because his comments
provoke us to read Walter as an allegorical figure. However, the Clerk's harsh
comments regarding Walter's desire to test Griselda draw more attention to Walter's
reference to her social status because these comments provoke us to read Walter as a
realistic oppressor. Severs claims that Chaucer ". . . makes [Walter] seem more
obstinately willful, more heartless, more cruel than he is made out to be in Petrarch's
tale" (Severs 231). The qualities that Chaucer gives Walter enable us to view him as a
realistic feudal overlord. Rodney Hilton discusses the treatment of peasants by feudal
overlords throughout his study. At one point he mentions how feudal lords imposed
oppressive financial demands for their peasants: "In addition to rents, lords of serfs as
well as of freemen subordinated to them, exacted a range of payments and obligations
which hindered the development of the peasant economy" (Hilton 120). These lords
demanded cash "payments" for the land worked on by the peasants and "obligations"
such as labour services that precluded the peasants from financial advancement. Walter
does not demand monetary "payments" from Griselda, but he certainly demands
"obligation" from her as a peasant.
Ifwe examine Petrarch's comments on Walter's tests in comparison to the Clerk's
comments and view these comments in light of Chaucer's familiarity with the Peasants'
Revolt and in light of the actual class conflict which resulted in the Revolt, we can
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understand that Walter's tests are a reflection or manifestation of the feudal oppression
that is responsible for the class conflict that resulted in the uprising of 1381. In short,
Chaucer may have maintained the topos of Walter's reference to Griselda's social status
as he tests her in order to reflect the feudal oppression the peasantry had to endure in the
fourteenth century.
When Walter imposes his first "test of fidelity" in Petrarch's tale, the narrator tells
us:
In the meanwhile, it so happened, when his little daughter had been
weaned, that Walter was seized with a desire more strange than laudable
-- so the more experienced may decide -- to try more deeply the fidelity of
his dear wife, which had been sufficiently made known by experience, and
to test it again and again. (petrarch 298-99)
Walter's desire to test Griselda is presented as an observation ("more strange than
laudable) but not as a judgment. It is thus possible to read Walter as a symbol for a
Christian God, and our attention is consequently diverted from the narrator's reference to
her social status.
However, before Walter imposes his first test on Griselda in Chaucer's tale, the
Clerk tells us:
He hadde assayed hire ynogh bifore,
And foond hire evere good; what needed it
Hire for to tempte, and alwey moore and moore,
Though some men preise it for a subtil wit?
But as for me, I seye that yvele it sit
To assaye a wyfthat it is no nede,
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And putten hire in angwyssh and in drede. (456-62)
Severs states that "the first and fourth lines are to be found in the sources; but the rest of
the stanza is the poet's own expansion, uttered just before Walter takes Griseldis'
daughter from her" (Severs 232). Chaucer's "expansion" from Petrarch's tale not only
contains the Clerk's questioning of Walter's test ("What neded it/Hire for to tempte"),
but also contains his judgment on the test ("But as for me, I seye that yvele it sit/To
assaye a wyfthat it is no nede").
Since the Clerk's questioning and judgment of Walter's will draw attention to his
cruel oppression, we can appreciate the significance of Chaucer's use of the topos of
Walter's reference to her social status:
... that day
That I yow took out ofyoure povere array,
And putte yow in estaat of heigh noblesse --
Ye have nat that forgeten, as I gesse? (466-69).
And he recognizes his own superior social status since he aligns himself with his fellow
nobles as he takes Griselda's daughter:
And though to me that ye be lief and deere,
Unto my gentils ye be no thyng so.
They seyn, to hem it is greet shame and wo
For to be subgetz and been in servage
To thee, that born art ofa smal village. (479-83)
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Griselda is obviously not that "deere" to him, or he would not be taking away her child.
Walter uses his nobles as an excuse for testing Griselda, for his nobles do not express
any disdain for her social status; but his excuse illustrates that he feels he has the right to
demand obedience from her because of the superior social class he belongs to. "...
Walter tests not only love and patience but obedience to the counsels ... " (Olson 259).
Surely, Walter is testing how much Griselda loves him and how much patience she
possesses in suffering, but, as his reference, even though a fabrication, to his "gentils"
indicates, he is also testing "obedience" to his social class. And this test of "obedience"
to his social class is a reflection of one of the tests of "obedience" imposed on the
peasantry by the feudal aristocracy in fourteenth-century England: the aristocracy
expected the peasantry to pay the Poll Taxes in spite oftheir low wages.
Walter's second test is even more cruel since he takes Griselda's two year old
son; Griselda and her son have had more time to bond with each other. But Petrarch's
narrator diminishes this cruelty by claiming: "But when, after two years, this child had
been weaned, the father fell back into his former capriceII (petrarch 301). Walter's desire
to test Griselda is again not judged, and because the narrator refers to Walter as "father"
he can be equated with God the Father. Petrarch's attempt to allegorize Walter again
draws attention away from Walter's reference to Griselda's class as he tests her.
The Clerk's judgment ofWalter's second test is even more severe:
o nedelees was she tempted in assay!
But wedded men ne knowe no mesure,
Whan that they fynde a pacient creature. (621-23)
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Severs again notes how Chaucer added these lines from his sources (232), and this
addition heightens Walter's cruelty; we are thus drawn to his treatment of her as a feudal
lord. When he takes her son, he again reminds her that she is a peasant. He claims that
the "peple" urge him to take the child because they believe, "Whan Walter is
agon,/Thanne shal the blod of Janicle succede/And been oure lord, for oother have we
noon" (631-33). No one urges Walter to take this child; he only creates the "peple's"
belief as an excuse for testing Griselda's "obedience" to his social class.
During Griselda's final "test of fidelity," when Walter demands a divorce,
Petrarch's narrator tells us in regard to Walter's desire: "Walter, in the meanwhile, with
his accustomed inclination to try his wife, even to the heights of grief and shame, led her
forth before the multitude ..." (Petrarch 305). The narrator does not explain nor does
he judge Walter's "accustomed inclination," and thus he enforces the connection between
Walter and God; God may have an "accustomed inclination" to test Christians but His
desire is not judged by them. And since we focus on Walter as a symbol of God,
Walter's reference to Griselda's class does not seem to have the significance it does in
Chaucer's tale.
Before Chaucer's Walter imposes his final test on Griselda, the Clerk harshly
comments: "Among all this, after his wikke usage,/This markys, yet his wyf to tempte
moore/To the outtreste preeve of hir corage ..." (785-88). Severs also notes that the
Clerk's comments are original during this final test (231). The Clerk's judgment of
Walter's "wikke usage" certainly does not allow us to view Walter as a Christian God,
but rather we view him as a cruel tyrant. And the Clerk's emphasis on his tyrannical
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nature enables us once again to perceive the significance of Walter's reference to
Griselda's social status as he demands a divorce. He claims that he has enjoyed her as his
wife because of her "goodnesse" (793), her "trouthe" and her "obeisance" (794), but
"nought for [her] lynage, ne for [her] richesse" (795; emphasis mine). He has cruelly
reminded her again that she is not a member of his class. He subsequently uses his
"peple" as another excuse for testing her "obedience" or "obligation" to his class: "My
peple me constreyneth for to take/Another wyf ... " (800-01).
The actual feudal oppression of the peasantry is also reflected during the third
test when Walter returns Griselda's "dowere" (807) (i.e., the dress she wore when she
married him) upon her departure from his palace. The narrator in Petrarch's tale evokes
pity for Walter as he returns this: "The tears welled into her husband's eyes, so that they
could no longer be restrained; and so, turning his face aside, 'Take your one shift,' he
said, and his voice trembled so that he could scarcely say it." (Petrarch 306). Petrarch
attempts to convince the reader that Walter is truly in pain as Griselda leaves; again he
may do this so that the reader views Walter as the benevolent God who tests Christians.
Chaucer evokes no pity for Walter but rather has him tell Griselda: "Be strong of
herte, and voyde anon hir place;!And thilke dowere that ye broghten me,/Taak it agayn; I
graunte it of my grace" (806-08). Severs mentions how Walter's "unkind cut" (231) is
not found in Chaucer's sources for the tale. It seems that Chaucer again, with this
addition, heightens Walter's aggressive power as a feudal lord since Walter, with bold
disregard, tells Griselda to leave the palace immediately; we also see Walter's complete
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control of Griselda as his vassal since only he can "graunte" her the decency to return to
her village clothed.
It is interesting to note that there is a possible reference to the Peasants' Revolt in
a comment made by some peasants during Griselda's final test. Propp claims that II. • •
the role of real life in the transformation of the wondertale [folktale] is enormous. Life
cannot destroy the overall structure of the wondertale, but it produces a wealth of
younger facts that often replace the old ones in a number of ways" (Propp 88). The
"real" event of the Peasants' Revolt ("the younger fact") does not destroy lithe structure"
of Chaucer's folktale since his narrative is basically faithful to Petrarch's and ultimately
the original folktale itself However, the reference to the Revolt "transforms ll his tale;
this reference is absent in Petrarch's tale because this event was not a part of the "real
life" of his Italy. 19
Petrarch illustrates, in his tale, how many of the peasants admired Walter's new
"intended bride:" "There were those who said that Walter had been fortunate and
prudent in the change he made, since this bride was more delicate and of nobler breeding
..." (Petrarch 308). And the Clerk tells us how several peasants admired Walter's new
bride:
For she is fairer, as they deemen aile,
Than is Grisilde, and moore tendre of age,
And fairer fruyt bitwene hem sholde falle,
And moore plesant, for hire heigh lynage. (988-91)
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Petrarch's narrator does not continue to comment on the people's faulty loyalty to
the new bride of "nobler breeding," but rather continues to describe the "preparations"
for the impending wedding banquet (petrarch 308). However, before the Clerk describes
these "preparations" he allows the "... sadde folk in that citee ..." (1002) (Le., those
who are not enamored with the new noble bride) to comment on those who abandon
their loyalty to Griselda:
o stormy people! Unsad and evere untrewe!
Ay undiscreet and chaungynge as a fane!
Delitynge evere in rumbul that is newe,
For lyk the moone ay wexe ye and wane!
Ay ful of clappyng, deere ynogh a jane!
Youre doom is fals, youre constance yvele preeveth;
A ful greet fool is he that on yow leeveth. (995-1001)
The "sadde folk" seem to be reproaching those "stormi' people who do not remain
faithful to Griselda but instead readily accept their noble ruler's new bride. This passage
is also a reflection upon the actual Peasants' Revolt. According to Stephen Knight, who
also quotes these lines, the people who accept the "intended bride" ". . . are seen as
fickle, like moon, coin and weather-vane -- and by implication like the insurgents of
1381. But their error is that they follow the whims of the autocrat" (Knight Ill). What
Knight does not explain, however, is that Chaucer's people, who err in "following the
whims of the autocrat (Walter)" by virtue of accepting the new bride, also resemble, if
we recall, the actual peasant rioters who erred in "following" King Richard II at
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Smithfield after Wat Tyler was wounded. In short, the "role of real life" has
"transformed" Chaucer's folktale since it contains this reference to the Peasants' Revolt,
and because this reference occurs during Griselda's final test it supports how these tests
reflect the feudal oppression that is responsible for the class conflict that culminated in
the Revolt of 1381.
The class conflict between the actual peasantry and aristocracy of the fourteenth
century is not resolved with the Peasants' Revolt, as we know, since the Revolt
eventually failed when the peasants adopted the King as their leader. In other words, an
active rebellion did not end feudal oppression and thus the class conflict. In Chaucer's
tale, an active revolt by the peasantry also does not resolve the class conflict. The tale,
after all, does not contain such a revolt since Griselda does endure Walter's feudal
oppression (i.e., his tests) and the majority of the people do not object to Walter's new
bride. But if we once again tum to some actual historical occurrences in the later
fourteenth century, we may begin to understand how the class conflict is resolved, or
"the ultimate class fantasy" is achieved, in this tale.
In the later fourteenth century, the peasantry also attempted another means of
ending feudal oppression: they began to leave the manors of their feudal overlords. Karl
Marx, in The Communist Manifesto, claims: "From the serfs of the Middle Ages sprang
the burghers of the earliest towns. From these burghers the first elements of the
bourgeoisie were developed" (Marx 59).20 The serfs (peasants) left the manors of their
feudal lords in order to escape financial oppression; these peasants were able to earn
higher wages when they became burghers (i.e., traders/merchants) in the towns. J. L.
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Bolton, in The Medieval English Economy: 1150-1500, in part, supports Marx's claim
since he also recognizes the peasantry's movement in the later fourteenth century:
"[Many peasants] went relatively short distances in search of better land or better terms,
even to other villages controlled by the Abbey. Others went to neighbouring towns ...
to take up a trade, whilst some inevitably were drawn to London ..." (Bolton 237).
Whether or not peasants became burghers in towns or established themselves in other
villages in order to secure "better land or better terms," their migration diminished their
financial oppression. Obviously, feudal lords cannot impose inequities on their peasants
if they leave their manors. We can view the peasants movement away from the manors
as a passive revolt, or as a passive resistance to the feudal lords. These peasants do not
violently attack their feudal overlords and make conspicuous demands like the active
revolters of 1381; but rather they passively refuse, through migration, to suffer the
inequities imposed on them by their lords.
It is the passive resistance of the later fourteenth-century peasantry that is also
depicted in Griselda's "constancy in adversity" throughout her three tests. I readily note
that Griselda's "constancy" can be read ostensibly as a Christian moral, even Stephen
Knight reads it as such (see footnote #5) in spite of his recognition of the class "tension"
in the tale. After all, the Clerk claims:
For sith a womman was so pacient
Unto a mortal man, weI moore us oghte
Receyven al in gree that God us sent;
For grete skile is he preeve that he wroghte. (1149-52).
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But in light of my reading of this tale as a folktale in Proppian and Zipesian terms and in
light of the tale's historical context, Griselda's "constancy is adversity II can be viewed as a
part of the peasantry's ideology. Jameson claims that ". . . an oppositional culture or
ideology will, often in covert and disguised strategies, seek to contest and to undermine
the dominant 'value system' II (Jameson 84). I contend that it is the peasantry's ideology
("an oppositional ideology") that is "seeking to contest II feudal oppression (lithe
dominant 'value system' ") through the "covert strategy II of Griselda's "constancy in
adversity. II Her "constanci' during Walter's tests is the "protonarrative" in which the
class conflict is resolved, or lithe ultimate class fantasy" is achieved: feudal oppression
ceases.
Carol Falvo Heffernan, in "Tyranny and Commune Profit in 'The Clerk's Tale', II
argues that one way ". . . commmoners may deal with a tyrannical sovereign . . .II is
through "... passive resistance II (Heffernan 338). Griselda passively resists Walter's
desire to test her obedience to his own superior social status by enduring these tests so
stoically, or, as Heffernan states, "... by refusing to capitulate before Walter's indignities
..." (Heffernan 338). Griselda refuses to give Walter the emotion he is looking for as
he tests her, even though she feels deep pain regarding the separation from her children
and her husband.
Walter searches in vain for a change in Griselda's countenance during each of her
tests. After her first child is taken:
. . . now gooth he ful faste ymaginying
If by his wyves cheere he myghte se,
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Or by hire word aperceyve, that she
Were chaunged; but he nevere koude fynde
But evere in oon ylike sad and kynde. (598-602)
After her second test, Walter again attempts to detect a change in her demeanor, but
Griselda remains steadfast: "But nevere koude he fynde variance./She was ay oon in
herte and in visage . . ." (710-11). And during the final test when Walter asks her for a
divorce, the Clerk tells us that "... she agayn answerde in pacience ... " (813). Griselda
continues to maintain her countenance even when Walter asks her to prepare the
wedding banquet for the new bride (967-73) and when she must wait at the gate with the
other people as the new bride arrives at court (1013-15).
However, Griselda's pain regarding the loss of her children is illustrated by her
uncontrollable sobbing when she is reunited with them:
And in hire swough so sadly holdeth she
Hire children two, whan she gan hem t'embrace,
That with greet sleighte and greet difficulte
The children from hire arm they gonne arace. (1100-03)
We can assume Griselda also experiences pain in regard to her separation from Walter,
especially when she is forced to stand with the other "folk" as the "intended bride"
arrives: "But with glad cheere to the yate is went/With oother folk to greete the
markysesse,/And after that dooth forth hire bisynesse" (1013-15). Severs claims that "..
. the sympathies of the reader are aroused for the emotions she must feel as she stands
surrounded by the very people whose mistress she had formerly been ... (Severs 241).
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Griselda, after all, expressed "reproach" when Walter told her to leave the palace, as
mentioned earlier, and we can assume that she is quite likely experienCing feelings of
pain, perhaps even anger, as she watches the new bride.
Griselda is actually quite upset throughout all of her tests, as we learn in the final
scenes of the tale, but she consciously chooses to fulfill Walter's tests without expressing
her emotions. She is not actively resisting his desire to test her because she endures the
tests (of course, the endurance of the tests is part of the structure of this folktale), but
she does passively resist them by refusing to give Walter the change in countenance that
he wants.
Griselda's "constancy in adversity" finally breaks Walter's desire to test her
obedience to his social class.21 Walter's tests end when he asks Griselda for her opinion
ofhis new bride, and she responds by praising her beauty:
And whan this Walter saugh hire pacience,
Hir glade chiere, and no malice at al,
And he so ofte had doon to hire offence,
And she ay sad and constant as a wal,
Continuynge evere hire innocence overal,
This sturdy markys gan his herte dresse
To rewen upon hire wyfly stedfastnesse.
"This is ynogh, Grisilde myn," qoud he;
"Be now namoore agast ne yvele apayed." (1044-52)
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Jill Mann, in Geoffrey Chaucer, recognizes that ". . . it is not Griselda who gives way
under the pressure of her trial, but Walter" (Mann 152). For it is Walter who finally
relinquishes his desire to test Griselda because she has not and will not give him the
display of emotions that he wants to see.
The "ultimate class fantasy," produced as a result of Griselda's "constancy in
adversity" (i.e., the passive resistance to his tests), is finally achieved. Griselda no longer
has to endure the imposed inequities of a feudal lord; the Clerk tells us: "Ful many a
yeer in heighe prosperitee/Lyven thise two in concord and in reste ..." (1128-9). This
"fantasy" of the end of feudal oppression also happens to be an actual reflection of the
financial liberty the peasantry was striving to achieve as they migrated from the manors
in the later fourteenth century.
"The Clerk's Tale" reflects the actual class conflict between the English peasantry
and aristocracy, as I have attempted to establish by reading this tale as a folktale through
a Proppian and Zipesian lens and by examining the historical circumstances of Chaucer's
century. Chaucer's tale can now also be viewed as subversive since it reflects, in its
"ultimate class fantasy," the peasantry's movement away from the manors. It is this
movement that eventually dismantles the feudal system and the power of the feudal lords,
and ultimately facilitates the development of capitalism in succeeding centuries. Chaucer
might not have supported the fourteenth century peasantry's struggle to escape feudal
oppression, but he certainly understood it since his adaptation of the Griselda folktale
seems to contain the ideology of the oppressed.
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Notes
IRobert Stepsis is one of several allegorical critics; he views Walter as God and Griselda
as the patient and ideal Christian who dutifully obeys His will in "Potentia Absoluta and
The Clerk's Tale'," Stepsis claims that ", , . on the most important level of the tale
Walter is not to be taken as a human being, but as God, a God whose only recognizable
trait is the absolute, unbounded freedom ofRis will" (Stepsis 139). Stepsis also asserts
that Wyclifs and Bradwardine's theological beliefs influenced The Canterbury Tales
(137-38). One ofBradwardine's beliefs is "... that the proper human response to this
presence of divine grace is a passive acceptance of events ..." (138). And he argues
that we can see this "passive acceptance" in Constance in "The Man of Law's Tale" and
in Griselda in "The Clerk's Tale. "
Roger Ellis, in Patterns of Religious Narrative in The Canterbury Tales, also
views Griselda and Walter within a Christian allegorical framework. Griselda is ". . . an
emblem of the faithful Christian, and Walter an emblem of the wisdom and
condescension of God" (40). As we shall see, I read Griselda and Walter in historical,
not religious, terms. And ultimately, I do not view Griselda as a "passive figure. "
2Deborah S. Ellis, in "Domestic Treachery in the 'Clerk's Tale'," explores how Griselda
exemplifies the domestic abuse of women in the Middle Ages: "Griselda's vulnerability
to her husband's power within her husband's home is an exaggerated version of a
common medieval perception of marriage" (105). Ellis further claims that Griselda's
domestic abuse "... provides the plot as well as the mood of the 'Clerk's Tale' "(107). I
agree that Griselda's abuse is a major part of "the plot as well as the mood" of this tale,
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but I believe that her abuse can be extended to the abuse of the peasantry by the feudal
aristocracy.
Patricia Cramer, in "Lordship, Bondage, and the Erotic: The Psychological
Bases of Chaucer's 'Clerk's Tale'," interprets the tale as an Oedipal allegory in which
Walter's "struggle" for "recognition" as a powerful leader amongst nobles is attained by
his cruel treatment of Griselda: "...the male subject's struggle for recognition becomes
a struggle for prestige among men predicated upon repudiation and subjugation of
women" (495). Again, I do not deny that Walter could be "struggling for this
recognition," but we will see that I extend Walter's "subjugation" of Griselda to a
"subjugation" of the peasantry by the feudal aristocracy.
3Severs's study focuses on establishing Petrarch's translation of Boccaccio's last tale in
The Decameron and an anonymous French translation (3) as the primary sources for
Chaucer's tale of Griselda. It is not my intention to reestablish these sources but rather
to primarily examine what Severs recognizes as "the ultimate origin of the tale: a
"folktale" (4). Francis Lee Utley, in "Five Genres in the 'Clerk's Tale'," also recognizes
that the folktale or "fairy tale" (199) is one of the tale's genres.
~he historian Rodney Hilton, in Class Conflict and the Crisis of Feudalism, recognizes
the class conflict between the peasantry and the aristocracy in the later Middle Ages: "..
. in so far as there was a potentially revolutionary anti-feudal class in medieval society it
was the peasantry, -- and their friends and relatives, the village craftsman ..." (155).
The peasantry struggled against the financial oppression of the feudal system, as we will
see when I discuss the Peasants' Revolt of 1381.
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5Knight claims in his study that the Clerk's moral at the end of the tale is a Christian one
that distracts our attention from the class conflict in the tale: "And that moral
generalization, to obscure social oppression, permits the further idealization into
Christian allegory -- we should behave to God as Griselda did to Walter (1149-62)"
(Knight Ill). My reading, however, of Griselda's "constancy in adversity" diverges from
Knight's claim.
6All quotes from "The Clerk's Tale" are from The Riverside Chaucer, Third Edition, Ed.
Larry D. Benson.
7Terry Eagleton's definition of ideology in Marxism and Literary Criticism supports my
application of Jameson's "ideologeme" to Chaucer's tale. Eagleton claims: "... an
ideology is never a simple reflection of a ruling class's ideas; on the contrary, it is always
a complex phenomenon, which may incorporate conflicting, even contradictory, views of
the world" (7). Griselda's "constancy in adversity" is an intricate part of the peasantry's
ideology in the later fourteenth century, as I shall show. And it is the ideology of the
peasantry that I focus on in this study.
SIn The Decameron, the Marquis Gualtieri and some of the citizens of Saluzzo meet
Griselda upon her return from the well: "... they came to the village and made their
way to the house of the girl's father, where they met her as she was returning with water
from the fountain ..." (Boccaccio 815). And in Petrarch's translation, Walter also meets
Griselda at her father's home after she returns from the well: "... and now, with water
from the distant well, she was crossing the threshold of her father's house, in order that,
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free from other duties, she might hasten, with the girls who were her comrades, to see
her master's bride" (Petrarch 296).
9Griffith also discusses the possibility of Boccaccio actually borrowing the "intended
bride" motif from Marie de France's Lai del Frene (l04). He notes earlier in his study
that "... the dates and the possible dispersion ofMarie de France's lais make Boccaccio's
use of these stories possible ..." (22). However, after he discusses the "intended bride"
motif in Marie's poem, he concludes that Boccaccio probably did not use her lai as a
source because ". . . it lacks the episodic organization, the marriage, the tabu, the
removal of children, and the testing of the heroine" (l06).
IOAll references to Vladimir Propp's work are in Theory and History ofFolklore, which is
a compilation ofchapters from several ofPropp's works.
lIRobert Dudley French, in A Chaucer Handbook, discusses how the peasants attacked
Flemish workers in London: "... the motives which led the rioters to fall upon them
probably had their roots in race hatreds and commercial jealousies, which had no part
among the feelings that had caused the general uprising" (22).
12Knight asserts that "... the issues raised in the frame-story [of The Canterbury Tales]
and within the tales often deal with problems raised in the revolt and its aftermath"
(Knight 69). These social "problems" which culminated in the Revolt are exactly what
''The Clerk's Tale, II if read as a folktale, is working out.
13Paul Olson in The Canterbury Tales and The Good Society, discusses Chaucer's
position in Kent. And it should be noted that peasant rioters from Kent, according to
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French's account of the revolt attacked Canterbury on June 10, 1381 and then marched
to London (19).
14Charles Oman, in The Great Revolt of 1381, recounts the causes of the uprising and
how it was suppressed. Oman's royalist sympathies are noticeable in this work, but his
account is nonetheless invaluable. Robert Dudley French's concise account of the
suppression of the Revolt, in A Chaucer Handbook, is also helpful in understanding the
event.
15According to 1. 1. Bolton, in The Medieval English Economy: 1150-1500, peasants
bound to the land of their feudal lords were also not content in the years preceding the
Revolt. Manorial lords submitted "[p]etitions in the parliaments of 1376 and 1377
[speaking] wildly of servants fleeing from [them], of confederations by the peasants to
resist [them], to try to prove that they were not liable to labour services [on the manors]
..." (Bolton 214).
16Luthi also claims that "... tests (trials) are characteristic of the wondertale [i.e.,
folktale] . . ." (131). And he recognizes that oftentimes "[t]he hero [heroine] must
accomplish three tasks in order to win the princess [prince] ..." (29).
17Griselda's diplomatic skills also seem to be a "characteristic" of the folktale. Luthi
asserts: "The characters of folktale are not bound to any specific environment or to any
individually developed inner life. Precisely for this reason, they can enter into any ties
and playa part in any action" (79). Griselda, after all, has no formal training in the art of
government, but because this is a folktale she is quite capable of being a diplomatic
leader.
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18Boccaccio's narrator, Dioneo, tells us how Walter refers to her social status during each
of the tests: test one (Boccaccio 817), test two (818), test three (819). And Petrarch
maintains Walter's reference to Griselda's social class: test one (Petrarch 299), test two
(301-02), test three (305).
19Severs has established the absence of the stanzas in Chaucer's sources (233) which
contain the possible reference to the Revolt. Severs, however, does not mention the
historical context ofthese stanzas.
2~odney Hilton also locates the "first elements of the bourgeoisie" in the Middle Ages,
but he does not agree with Marx's assertion that capitalism was born with the burghers in
the earliest towns:" "... it was the rural textile industry, ... which was to be the direct
ancestor of later developing capitalism" (245). Hilton discusses "agrarian capitalism" in
great detail throughout his study in order to support this claim.
21Because these tests are part of the narrative structure of this Griselda folktale, I
suppose we could assume that the tests mysteriously end just as they mysteriously began.
But earlier I sought to establish that even though the folktale in general does not explain
the reason for these tests, we can view them as Walter's desire to test Griselda's
"obedience" to his social class in light of the fourteenth-century class conflict.
Therefore, it is plausible that it is Griselda's "passive resistance" that causes these tests to
cease, in light of the peasantry's movement away from the manors.
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Oppression or Liberation in the Classroom: Social-Epistemic and Expressivist
Collaborative Methods of Learning
By examining the epistemological goals underlying
the Social-Epistemic and Expressivist collaborative
methods of learning, the Expressivist approach will
emerge as a more liberatory one since it enables
students to participate as Subjects in Paulo Freire's
"dialogical theory of action."
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"... [E]very kind of action in which the subjectivity of the students is respected in its
relationship with the objectivity of the object, every kind of educational 'praxis' in which
the students are considered also as being subjects of the very process of education has to
do with me ... " (Paulo Freire in a 1992 interview with Gary A. Olson 5).
Paulo Freire's general concept of dialogue, in Pedagogy of the Oppressed,
involves students (the oppressed Brazilian peasants) becoming active agents or Subjects
in their relationship with the world and with each other. Before I specifically discuss
Freire's "dialogical theory of action" in relation to Kenneth Bruffee's Social-Epistemic
and Peter Elbow's and Donald Murray's Expressivist collaborative methods of learning, a
distinction needs to be made between some other influential dialogic theories such as
Carl Roger's and Mikhail Bakhtin's (theories that have had an impact on Composition
studies) and Freire's. Freire's dialogic theory, which has been influenced by Martin
Buber's philosophy, is noticeably different from Rogerian and Bakhtinian dialogue.
Rogerian dialogue is modelled on the therapist-cleint relationship In
psychotherapy. Carl Rogers discusses the dialogic relationship between therapist and
client, which includes "understanding" and "acceptance:' in a 1957 exchange with Martin
Buber (Buber 166-84). Rogers claims that during the psychotherapeutic encounter, the
therapist strives to "understand" the client: "And yet in the interchange of the moment, I
don't think my mind is filled with the thought of 'now I want to help you'. It is much
more 'I want to understand you'" (Buber 176). Rogers further claims that a dialogue
occurs between therapist and client when the client recognizes the therapist's
"understanding" and "acceptance": "... then I wonder if it isn't reciprocal in the sense
that I am able to see this individual as he is in that moment and he really senses my
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understanding and acceptance of him. And that I think is what is reciprocal and is
perhaps what produces change" (Buber 177). For Rogers, the therapeutic relationship
entails the therapist not questioning the client's feelings, the validity of those feelings, etc.
and the dialogue emerges when the client perceives and understands the "understanding ll
and lIacceptance" of the therapist. l The client is then able to move towards making
changes because of the safe milieu that has been created by the therapist.
Rogerian therapeutic dialogue is applied to the classroom by James S. Baumlin
and Tita French Baumlin in "Rogerian and Platonic Dialogue in -- and Beyond -- the
Writing Classroom." The authors align Rogerian dialogue with Platonic rhetoric because
of the therapist's "understanding" which, they believe, facilitates a sensitive Socratic-like
question/answer dialogue between therapist and client: IIUnderstanding, then, which lies
at the heart of Rogerian therapy, becomes nothing less than the fostering of sympathetic
questioning and 'response', which are both inherently dialogic" (Baumlin/Baumlin 128).
Baumlin/Baumlin engage their students in a written Rogerian dialogue with relatives so
that students can produce meaningful discourse in which they II. . . truly share
[themselves] with an audience who truly listens ... I~ (Baumlin/Baumlin 129).
Bakhtinian dialogue, unlike Rogerian, is grounded in linguistics, not m
psychotherapy; however, Sven Daelemans and Tulio Maranhao, in "Psychoanalytic
Dialogue and the Dialogical Principle," explore Bakhtin's "dialogical principle of
discourse" (DaelemanslMaranhao 222) in relation to the Freudian conception of
consciousness.2 Both authors claim that Bakhtin views ". . . language as an encounter of
many languages" (DaelemanslMaranhao 222). When we say a word it does not possess
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a solitary meaning for us but rather it possesses several meanings. For example, to utter
the word "mother" is not to utter the singular meaning: "the woman who gave birth to
me;" it can also mean "the wife of my father," "the one who cares for me," "the one who
punishes me," etc. Since any word contains a number of signifieds, dialogue is
imperative for discovering exactly what one means: "In this sense dialogue is a
negotiation about which meanings should be part of the conversation and which should
be left out" (Daelemans/Maranhao 222). Only when I utter "mother," for example, in
dialogue with someone else will I realize what meaning I am attaching to the word at
that instant.
One example of the application of Bakhtinian dialogue to the classroom can be
observed in Kay Halasek's "The Fully Functioning Person, the Fully Functioning Writer:
Carl Rogers and Expressive Pedagogy." Halasek begins her essay by establishing the
relationship between Rogerian dialogue and the pedagogy of Expressivists like Ken
Macrorie, Peter Elbow, and Donald Murray: "And like the therapist who assists her
client in achieving independence, the writing teacher listens with understanding, listens
from a nonadversarial position without evaluating or passing judgment" (Halasek
143-44). The Expressivists teach their students how to listen to one another in writing
circles "from a nonadversarial position" and Halasek equates this type of listening with
Elbow's "believing game." However, she also notes how Elbow thinks the "doubting
game" is an essential component in the way in which individuals approach the writing of
others (i.e., we also "doubt" what others have to say). Halasek claims that Elbow
establishes "believing" and "doubting" as "... methods of inquiry -- 'artificial, systematic,
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and disciplined uses of the mind' " (Halasek 152). Every individual who is engaged in
the writing process, for example, "believes" what he/she has to say and "doubts" what
he/she has to say, and the actual meaning of what an individual is trying to say emerges
as a result of these "methods of inquiry." Elbow's "believing" and doubting," according
to Halasek, are essentially Bakhtinian dialogue: "through the give and take of competing
voices is meaning achieved" (Halasek 153) when we speak with others; this dialogue "..
. is internalized [and] meaning is reached through an inner dialogue of doubting and
believing" (Halasek 153).
Unlike Rogers and Bakhtin, Martin Buber's dialogic theory, a major part of his
philosophy, is existential in nature; and it is Buber's theory which influences the
development ofPaulo Freire's dialogic theory. Richard L. Johannesen, in "The Emerging
Concept of Communication as Dialogue," claims that Martin Buber ". . . places the
concept of dialogue at the heart of his view of human communication and existence"
(Johannesen 373-74). Dialogue, for Buber, is the act of realizing our completeness as
human beings; he states, in The Knowledge of Man: "Only in partnership can my being
be perceived as an existing whole" (Buber 75). Only by interacting with another (a
"Thou") can one become a Subject (an "JI'); i.e., "I" need you ("thou") to realize or gain
knowledge ofmy existence.3
Paulo Freire discusses Buber's "I - Thou" dialogic theory of existence when he
articulates his "dialogical theory of action" (Freire 148) in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, a
subject I will return to. Freire states: "The dialogical I, however, knows that it is
precisely the 'thou' ("not-I") which has called forth his or her own existence. He also
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knows that the 'thou' which calls forth his own existence in turn constitutes an T which
has in his T its 'thou' " (Freire 148). The "I" is only aware of his/her existence in the
presence of and interaction with a "thou." Similarly, the other ("thou") becomes an "I"
in the presence of and interaction with an "I" (who is a "thou" to the emerging "I").
Buber and Freire both basically see the very nature of our existence as dialogical. We
need others to even recognize and know who we are.
Examples of how Freirian dialogue has been used in the classroom include
dialogue as a means of facilitating literacy and as "problem-posing" education which
facilitates students' critical awareness of their social environments. Nan Elsasser and
Vera John-Steiner, in "An Interactionist Approach to Advancing Literacy," discuss a
pilot study completed at two universities in New Mexico in 1976 (Elsasser/Steiner 56)
where Freirian dialogue was used in the classroom to "advance literacy" in minority
groups (mainly Mexican and Native American). Classroom tasks focused on students
expanding their vocabulary through communication with others. One example of their
dialogic methods involved students constructing grocery lists and then sharing them with
the class. Other students would then ask one student to describe the items on his/her list
in more detail. For example, if a student had milk on his/her list, the student would be
asked to describe exactly what kind of milk and the exact quantity of milk he/she would
buy. All students eventually wrote essays on grocery shopping after all of the students'
lists were expanded by description. Elsasser/Steiner assert what this task accomplished:
"In this process students gained a heightened awareness of the need for full description
and explanation. Thus an initially simple task stimulated the kind of dialogue that Freire
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considers crucial to the transformation of the individual's understanding of
communicative exchanges" (Elsasser/Steiner 58). Elsasser/Steiner claim, earlier in their
article, that increased literacy ". . . brings to individuals a growing sense of control as
they change from 'objects' into 'Subjects' " (Elsasser/Steiner 51). By acquiring more
language (i.e., the ability to describe and explain something like a grocery list) students
realized that they are active "Subjects," not "objects," who could "name the world"
(Freire 69).
"Problem-posing education4 is another example of the way in which practitioners
have utilized Freirian dialogue in the classroom. Nina Wallerstein, in "Problem-Posing
Education: Freire's Method for Transformation," applies Freire's method to educating
primarily ESL students (Wallerstein 34). She defines "problem-posing education" as "..
. a group process that draws on personal experience to create social connectedness and
mutual responsibility" (Wallerstein 34). Students in the classroom make "connections"
with each other as a result of the similar experiences and problems that are discussed,
and they learn how to become "mutually responsible" in dealing with these problems.
Wallerstein claims, using Freire, that "problem-posing has "... three phases: listening ..
., dialogue ..., and action ..." (Wallerstein 35). The teacher "listens" to the students
for certain problems or issues that arise from their conversations, the teacher then
"codifies issues" (Wallerstein 35) in the form of a photograph, a picture, a story, etc.
which are then presented to the students as a problem to be discussed; finally students
"act" or attempt to resolve these "codified issues." Dialogue is not only the second
phase of this method of education but really the entire method is dialogical since teachers
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and students are constantly interacting as "colearners" (Wallerstein 34). And Wallerstein
claims that the ultimate ". . . goal of dialogue is critical thinking . . . and action"
(Wallerstein 34). Ultimately, students become active critical Subjects who are capable of
reflecting upon their world and acting upon their world together.
Freire's concern with students becoming Subjects is illustrated by the above
applications of Freirian dialogue to the classroom and by the epigraph I selected for this
essay ("... every kind of education 'praxis' in which the students are considered also as
being subjects of the very process of education has to do with me "). His concern is
also an indispensable part of his "dialogical theory of action:" " there are Subjects
who meet to 'name' the world in order to transform it" (Freire 148). Freire believes that
only "I's"s can act upon the world through reflective communication (i.e., "meet to name
the world") in order to collectively "transform" the oppressive environment created by
the dictatorial Brazilian government.
Using Freire's "dialogical theory of action" as a paradigm for liberation, I want to
analyze peer tutoring, peer criticism, and group work (the three methods of collaborative
learning) as practiced by the Social-Episemicist Kenneth Bruffee and the Expressivists
Peter Elbow and Donald Murray in order to determine which school's methods are more
liberating. Both schools's collaborative methods are somewhat liberating in the sense
that each is committed to helping students acquire knowledge by non-traditional means
(i.e., not solely from the teacher). However, by examining the different epistemological
goals underlying Bruffee's and Elbow'slMurray's collaborative methods we will see not
only a disparate employment of the same methods, but we will see how the Expressivist
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methods emerge as more liberating ones because they allow students to participate as
Subjects in Freire's "dialogical theory of action. II Peer tutoring, peer criticism, and group
work, as practiced in an Expressivist classroom, enable students to become active
Subjects or "beings for themselves II (Freire 142); these students are thus in a better
position "to name the world" (i.e., collectively act upon the world of the classroom by
constructing knowledge) "in order to transform it" (i.e., collectively transform the
traditional acquisition and production ofknowledge in the classroom).
Bruffee's employment of the collaborative methods of learning bypasses the
crucial step of students becoming Subjects. Bruffee's students may, via collaborative
work, "meet to name the world in order to transform it, II but there is no guarantee that
each and every student is participating in this kind of activity that is consistent with
Freire's "dialogical" theory of action" as a "being for himsel£'herself II Therefore,
Bruffee's methods are potentially oppressive because if students have not gained an
individual understanding of the task set for the group (Le., they are not yet Subjects),
they could easily be swayed into adopting the position of others in the group.
Furthermore, individual students engaged in Bruffee's version of peer criticism and group
work may be developing as Subjects, Le., developing individual understanding,6 and in
order to fulfill the goal of socially constructing knowledge, they may be expected to
relinquish their individual positions. I will also discuss how Bruffee's group work, in
particular, may sacrifice a developing Subject in order to reach the goal of consensus.
A cursory review of the epistemology underlying Social-Epistemicism and
Expressivism will clarify the different epistemological goals which cause such a
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divergence in the employment of each school's collaborative methods of learning. James
Berlin, in Rhetoric and Reality, clearly states that Scoial-Epistemicists believe that
knowledge is socially constructed: "Meaning emerges not from objective, disinterested,
empirical investigation, but from individuals engaging in rhetorical discourse in discourse
communities -- groups organized around the discussion of particular matters in particular
ways" (Berlin 165-66). Meaning can only arise through discourse (language) because
thought and language are inseparable according to this school of rhetoric.7 Kenneth
Bruffee, in "Collaborative Learning and the 'Conversation of Mankind', ,,8 further argues
that once "meaning emerges" it must then be "justified" by members of a given group in
order to be considered knowledge. This is "the social justification of belief l (Bruffee
640). To take a specific example, we could say that "meaning emerged" in the medical
community, for example, when mv (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) was discovered
as the causative agent of AIDS (Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome) in 1983.9 Prior
to mv being isolated as the causative agent of the disease, members of the medical
community recognized that certain diseases (pneumocystis carinni pneumonia and
Kaposi's sarcoma, for example) were occurring only in those patients with suppressed
immune system: "Early in the epidemic the diversity of diseases observed in patients was
explained by the discovery that the common thread was damage to the patient's immune
system" (Institute of MedicinelNational Academy of Sciences 5). Medical community
members then began to "justify" the "meaning ll of mv as the causative agent of AIDS
by agreeing that patients sharing "the common thread" of immunosuppression
contracted certain diseases and also tested positive for antibodies to mV. ID Therefore,
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since 1983, as a result of medical community members "justifying the meaning" of HIV
as the cause of AIDS, it is considered knowledge that this virus is the cause of the
disease.
Neo-Platonic epistemology, the epistemology underlying the Expressivist school,
IS discussed by Berlin in "Contemporary Composition: The Major Pedagogical
Theories:" "Truth is ... discovered through an internal apprehension, a private vision of
a world that transcends the physical" (Berlin 771).11 The Expressivists do not believe
that knowledge is solely acquired through interaction in a discourse community like
Bruffee does, but rather that it is ultimately acquired through individual understanding.
A community can, however, assist the individual in acquiring knowledge. Peter Elbow
claims, in Writing With Power, that when writers share their writing with support groups
this sharing ". . . helps [the individual writer] see the whole thing in better perspective,
gives [the writer] new ideas, and helps [the writer] make up [his/her] own mind ..."
(Elbow 140). The individual may acquire ideas regarding his/her work in a group, but
only the individual can discover meaning. Donald Murray, echoing Elbow, asserts in
regard to class workshops: "The larger the audience the more the student can develop as
an individual" (Murray A Writer Teaches Writing 190).12 Murray also means that an
individual writer is exposed to different and varied responses in a group and the writer
needs these responses so that he/she can find the meaning of his/her own work. In short,
only the individual writer can discover meaning, and it does not have to be "justified" by
the members of the group in order to be considered knowledge.
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Since I will be making a claim later regarding how Freire's "dialogical theory of
action" can ultimately be enacted in the collaborative classroom, I would like to assert
that Freire's epistemology, in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, can be aligned with either
Social-Epistemic or Expressivist epistemology. He claims: "Knowledge emerges only
through invention and re-invention, through the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful
inquiry human beings pursue in the world, with the world, and with each other" (Freire
53). As we will see, "knowledge emerges" in both Bruffee's and Elbow'slMurray's
collaborative classrooms as a result of this "hopeful inquiry human beings pursue in the
world" (i.e., the world of the classroom), "with the world" (i.e., with the subject matter
under discussion in the classroom), and "with each other" (i.e., with other peers). The
difference, however, is that Bruffee claims that the students in his classroom only
"know" what the group "knows," whereas Elbow and Murray claim that their students
gain knowledge on an individual basis. And it is this individual knowledge, I contend,
that enables students to become Subjects or "beings for themselves. "
The epistemological goals of the Social-Epistemic and the Expressivist
collaborative methods of learning can now be understood in light of the differing
epistemological beliefs of these two schools. Kenneth Bruffee states his objective (goal)
for collaborative learning: "It involves demonstrating to students that they know
something only when they can explain it in writing to the satisfaction of the community
of their knowledgeable peers" (Bruffee 652). By engaging students in peer tutoring,
peer criticism, and group work, they will participate in the way knowledge is socially
constructed in any discourse community. Students will see that the only way they know
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anything at all is if this knowledge is "justified" by the other members of the classroom
community. Bruffee asserts that if students do not participate in collaborative learning,
they will continue to hold the false notion that knowledge only exists in some objective
entity outside of their control. Bruffee claims that if a literary text, King Lear for
example, is taught the traditional way with the teacher imparting the correct
interpretation, then students will believe that there is an objective realm of knowledge
that determines the meaning of this text. However, if students collaboratively work out
the meaning of this text on their own, they will perceive that they can construct
knowledge about the text because the meaning is justified by all members in the class. In
other words, students learn that they are responsible for constructing this knowledge
about the text because the teacher does not give them the "right" answer or
interpretation; rather students together construct an interpretation as a result of each
student "justifying" or consenting to it.
Peer tutoring is the first collaborative method of learning discussed by Bruffee
and it involves a shifting of the traditional authority away from the teacher, and placing
authority in the interaction between students. Bruffee explains how "[t]hrough peer
tutoring teachers could reach students by organizing them to teach each other" (Bruffee
637). Peers learn from a peer tutor (a fellow member of the social community of the
classroom) how to construct knowledge. Using King Lear as an example, a peer tutor
would be assigned the task, by the teacher, of explaining to his/her peers the significance
of King Lear's Fool. The peers ask questions and grow to understand what the tutor
means. The peers will offer their own insights which the tutor incorporates into his/her
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initial explanation. Finally, the tutor and the tutees grow to understand (gain knowledge)
about the significance of the Fool. This understanding (knowledge), according to
Bruffee, only occurs as a result of the tutor and tutees making this meaning together.
Bruffee asserts what this interaction between peer tutor and peer students accomplishes:
"Students' work tended to improve when they got help from peers; peers offering help,
furthermore, learned from the students they helped and from the activity of helping itself'
(Bruffee 638).
Bruffee's method of peer tutoring is admirable in that students together construct
knowledge instead of having knowledge "deposited" into them by a teacher (i.e., the
traditional "banking concept of education" [Freire 53]). However, a potential pitfall of
Bruffee's method is that peer tutees may not discover their own meaning. If, for
example, peer tutees are not really sure about their understanding of the significance of
King Lear's Fool, even after it has been confirmed by the peer tutor, they may not have
the opportunity to further develop their own understanding since the goal of this
collaborative method is the social construction of knowledge. If tutees capitulate to the
tutor's endorsement of their quasi--understanding, then the tutors are constructing
knowledge, or "naming the world," for them. And Freire claims that "Because dialogue
is an encounter among women and men who name the world, it must not be a situation
where some name on behalf of others (Freire 70). Again, authentic "dialogical action"
involves "Subjects who meet to name the world in order to transform it." If these tutees
are not yet Subjects, they are not equally constructing knowledge with the peer tutors;
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and this unequal participation in the social construction of knowledge can be construed
as oppressIve.
For Peter Elbow and Donald Murray, peer tutoring is employed in a manner
similar to Bruffee's, but the purpose is not to teach students how to participate in the
social construction of knowledge. Rather, the purpose of peer tutoring for these
Expressivists is for individual students to learn about their writing as a result of
interacting with peers. In other words, students are supposed to gain an individual
understanding of what they want to say in writing, and thus they become "beings for
themselves. " Elbow's "reader-based feedback" qualifies as a form of peer tutoring. Any
writer can get this feedback from any reader because it involves readers responding to
three requests: "a) What was happening to you, moment by moment, as you were
reading this piece of writing? b) Summarize the writing: give your understanding of
what it says or what happened in it. c) Make up some images for the writing and the
transaction it creates with you" (Elbow Writing With Power 240).13 The writer (peer
student) learns from readers (peer tutors) because readers explain, like Bruffee's peer
tutors, the meaning of a text (of course Elbow's readers are only explaining what the
writer's work means to them). Instead of the writer (peer tutee) negotiating an
understanding with the reader (peer tutor), the writer simply uses what he/she finds
helpful. Elbow claims that after feedback is given, "... you [the writer] take over from
there. You do all the translating" (Elbow Writing With Power 247). Elbow
distinguishes between this type of feedback and "criterion-based feedback," which I will
discuss as a form of peer criticism, and claims that "[i]t usually leads to more listening
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(Murray 148)
and learning, less arguing" (Elbow Writing With Power 247). The writer (peer student)
"listens" to the reader's (peer tutor's) impressions, and "learns" the effects the writing
produces on an audience; the writer then decides on his/her own if this feedback is
valuable.
Donald Murray offers two methods of peer tutoring: "conference teaching" and
IIstudent-student conferences. II IIConference teaching" entails the teacher acting like a
peer tutor during a one-on-one conference with the student; the teacher usually does not
criticize the student's writing. This conference follows the pattern:
a. The student COMMENTS on the draft
b. The teacher READS or reviews the draft
c. The teacher RESPONDS to the student's comments
d. The student RESPONSE to the teacher's response
Murray admits that sometimes these conferences will be conducted as II. . . teacher and
student, master and apprentice, if you want, but most of the time they will be remarkably
close to peers, because each writer, no matter how experienced, begins again with each
draft" (Murray 148). I assume Murray means that sometimes the teacher will offer
criticism of the student's writing, and this is the reason that these conferences are
sometimes conducted as IIteacher and student, master and apprentice. II But it seems that
even when the non-critical pattern is followed, Murray recognizes that teacher and
student are only "remarkably close to peers, II not actually peers, because the student will
not be able to escape the notion of the teacher as a figure of authority. Nevertheless,
because the teacher listens to the student and only responds to the student's comments,
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this method provides the same sort of "listening and learning" that Elbow's "reader-based
feedback" offers: the reader (peer tutor/teacher) provides the writer (peer student) with
a non-critical response. The writer then decides whether or not to use this feedback.
The purpose of this conference is not to collaboratively reach an understanding of the
student's meaning, although this may occur; rather this conference pattern is designed "..
. to help students read their own drafts with increasing effectiveness" (Murray 148).
Murray's "student-student conferences" basically follow the same pattern as
"conference teaching" except that the student-teacher (peer tutor) actually "confirm[s] or
adapt[s] what the writer has to say" as he/she reads the draft (Murray 158). This does
not entail criticism, but it does involve more direct intervention than the teacher-student
conference. Since a peer offers a perception of a student's piece ofwriting, the student is
able to confirm or deny what the tutor says. Even though the teacher usually acts as a
peer tutor during the teacher-student conference, if the teacher actually "confirm[s]" or
"adapt[s]" the student's writing, the student might just capitulate to the teacher's
perception of the piece because of the perceived authority inherent in the teacher.
Murray teaches all of his students how to act like peer tutors (teachers) ". . . so that
ultimately . . . students will be able to be both writers and teachers of writing with
themselves as their student" (Murray 159).
Elbow's and Murray's method of peer tutoring is more liberating than Bruffee's
method because the ultimate goal of their method involves students becoming Subjects.
There is little potential for peer tutors to "name the world on behalf of' the tutees, since
the Expressivists want their tutees to gain an individual understanding of their writing
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as a result of interacting with a tutor. Students also learn that knowledge is not obtained
solely from a teacher ("the banking concept of education"), but rather that it is the
responsibility of the individual to develop knowledge from interaction with others. Peer
tutoring would be considered a failure by Elbow and Murray if their students did not
gain this understanding; i.e., if they did not become "beings for themselves."
Peer criticism is the second collaborative method discussed by Bruffee; this
method involves peers in a group directly criticizing a fellow peer's piece of writing.
This practice enables ". . . students [to] learn to describe the organizational structure of a
peer's paper, paraphrase it, and comment both on what seems well done and what the
author might do to improve the work" (Bruffee 637-38). The teacher then ultimately
reviews the students' writing and the peers' criticisms to ensure effective and constructive
evaluation. Students who engage in this type of activity receive criticism from a group
of peers, rather than a traditional authority figure, and this provides a non-threatening
environment. Thus, in Bruffee's view, this practice fulfills a Social-Epistemic goal:
students collaboratively construct knowledge in their own papers as a result of the
feedback from their community of peers. In this type of classroom, students change
elements in their writing based on the suggestions of other students. Because all
students engage in this practice, each individual paper is actually a collaborative effort.
If the student, whose paper is under consideration, already has some idea
regarding the direction he/she wants to take with the paper, then at least the student can
collaborate as an emerging Subject with the other students who are making suggestions.
But suppose a student is not yet committed to the direction he/she wants to take with the
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paper? This student, as in Bruffee's peer tutoring, may just capitulate to the other
students' suggestions; again this capitulation is oppressive because peer critics would be
"naming the world" for this student (or, in this particular case, telling the student what to
do with the paper). Furthermore, how would Bruffee respond to that student who
already has a commitment to the direction he/she wants to take with the paper but does
not want to change elements in the paper based on the suggestions of other students?
Would this student be forced to change his/her writing anyway in order to meet the goal
of socially constructing knowledge? It seems that an affirmative answer to this question
is plausible in Bruffee's classroom and thus peer criticism can also be oppressive if
students have to relinquish their positions for the sake of collaboratively constructing
meaning in their pieces ofwriting.
Elbow's and Murray's method of peer criticism is similar to Bruffee's except that
the individual writer can choose to ignore the criticism from fellow peer critics. The
goal behind getting criticism in an Expressivist classroom is not to collaboratively
construct the meaning of students' texts, but rather to expose the writer to various
responses so that the writer can decide for himself/herself what direction to take with the
piece of writing. The Expressivist goal enables students to become Subjects since they
gain individual understanding of their own papers as a result of having to decide for
themselves what they will do with their writing. Elbow suggests "criterion-based
feedback" as a form of peer criticism, and he claims that this method will be relatively
easy for peer readers to engage in because they are accustomed to receiving this type of
criticism from teachers; they simply take this form of criticism and employ it with a
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writer's piece. This "feedback" will also be easy for peer writers to receive and it will be
less threatening coming from peers because fellow students are not authority figures, and
they do not assign grades. "Criterion-based feedback" entails asking readers the
following questions in regard to a writer's text:
a.) What is the quality of the content of the writing: the ideas, the
perceptions, the point ofview?
b.) How well is the writing organized?
c.) How effective is the language?
d.) Are there mistakes or inappropriate choices in usage?
(Elbow Writing With Power
240)
The writer uses the responses to these questions to concentrate on areas that need
improvement in his/her piece. This does not mean that the writer actually incorporates
what the readers say about areas that need improvement; the writer simply uses readers'
responses as a guideline, Elbow states: "Criterion-based feedback helps you [the writer]
isolate particularly troublesome aspects of your writing and then concentrate on them in
revising and in future writing" (Elbow Writing With Power 243).
Murray's peer criticism involves his "workshop pattern," which is very similar to
his "conference pattern;" the difference is that in the workshops there is direct criticism
of the writer's text. In his workshops student peers respond to each others' texts as
peers, not as peer tutors; i.e., they respond to the writer's comments and the draft but do
not "confirm" or "adapt" what the writer has to say. Murray himself does not actually
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participate in the critical response of the workshop, but rather "... stands back, but is
ever alert, reading the reactions of the rest of the class, making sure that no one
dominates the discussion, and making sure that it doesn't get off track" (Murray 195).
Only peers engage in criticism, not the teacher, because this provides an environment
where authority does not intervene. His "workshop pattern" is the following:
a.) The writer COMMENTS on the draft
b.) The workshop members listen and READ the draft
c.) The workshop members RESPOND to the writer's comments and
the draft
d.) The writer RESPONDS to the workshop members' responses
(Murray 193)
The workshop members can respond orally or in writing to the writer's draft under
scrutiny. The oral response, Murray urges, must always be "supportive" as well as
"critical" (Murray 195). The written response entails workshop members editing the
text, and/or answering the questions "What workslWhat needs work?" (Murray 195).
Murray encourages numerous and varied responses so that the writer is forced to focus
on what he/she wants to do with the piece of writing. Murray asserts: "It is the writer's
piece of writing, and the writer has to decide for himself or herself if the advice [of
workshop peers] is worth paying attention to" (Murray 196).
Elbow's and Murray's method of peer criticism is again more liberating than
Bruffee's because students become "beings for themselves" as they learn about and take
individual responsibility for the meaning in their writing; they also do not have to
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relinquish their positions by following suggestions from students they may not agree
with. Nevertheless, Elbow's/Murray's collaborative methods of learning do not
specifically enact a Freirian "dialogical theory of action" because students are
individually, not collectively, "naming the world in order to transform it."
Group work is the third method of collaborative learning utilized by Bruffee, a
method which, even more than peer tutoring and peer criticism, engages students in the
social construction of knowledge; and this method has an even greater potential for
oppression because of the explicit goal of consensus. Again, using a session on King
Lear as an example, in peer tutoring, the tutor explains the significance of King Lear's
Fool and the peer students offer their own insights and a mutual understanding, not
necessarily an agreement, occurs. In the case of a student's paper, the peer tutor may
explain why a tutee should insert another paragraph for clarification of an idea in his/her
paper, and the tutee grows to understand how this suggestion will improve the paper. In
peer criticism, a student's paper is criticized (evaluated) by a group of peers, and the
student changes the paper according to the group's comments. Since Bruffee does not
mention the goal of consensus in peer criticism, the group, it seems, offers various
criticisms that the student incorporates in his/her paper, and not just a consensual one.
But in group work, according to Bruffee, students actually have to reach a "consensus"
together: "... students in small groups work toward a consensus in response to a task
set by the teacher, for example, a question about a play, a poem, or another student's
paper" (Bruffee 638). The example of King Lear illustrates how this works. All
students would be given the question "What is the function of the Fool in the drama?" In
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group work no one functions as a peer tutor with the answer in hand. Each member of
the group contemplates an answer, and all members share their answers attempting to
arrive at a consensual one. The reason to aim for "consensus" is not only to encourage
students to construct meaning socially, but also to engage them in the process of
producing "socially justified belief" All members of the group are supposed to agree
with the one answer that finally emerges after the discussion, and the answer is thus
"justified" with this agreement.
Bruffee's method can be potentially oppressive if, for instance, certain students
do not truly understand the answer they contemplate (Le., they are not yet "beings for
themselves"); they then may capitulate to the group's consensual answer. An even more
oppressive scenario would involve a situation in which students who contemplate an
answer feel that they must relinquish their answer, if it differs from the dominant
response of the group, in order to fulfill the goal of consensus. Nicholas C. Burbules, in
Dialogue in Teaching, expresses a similar concern for the potentially oppressive effects
of the goal of consensus: "... attempts to force agreement or consensus ... often
simply result in submerging alternative views beneath a dominant one" (Burbules 62_3).14
And Freire claims that "[a]ny situation in which 'A' objectively exploits 'B' or hinders his
and her pursuit of self-affirmation as a responsible person is one of oppression" (Freire
37). Students expected to "submerge" or relinquish divergent views cannot "pursue self-
affirmation" (Le., further develop their individual meaning/understanding as Subjects). I
am not implying that group members with "a dominant view" would intentionally
"exploit" those with divergent ones; however, they may unintentionally "exploit" or
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"hinder" those students ill order to fulfill the teacher's Social-Episternic goal of
consensus.
The aim of reaching "consensus" in group work is absent in Peter Elbow's and
Pat BelanofPs description of this practice in A Community of Writers. The goal of
"consensus" is absent because Expressivist epistemology does not contend that
knowledge can only be attained through interaction in a particular discourse community.
In Unit Twelve of this text, ElbowlBelanoff discuss group work when they describe their
design for teaching students how to read closely a given text (a poem for example).
Students are given a poem with pauses marked throughout, and they are instructed to
freewrite about any thoughts and/or feelings they experience when they reach these
pauses. Students are then asked to move into groups for the remaining steps of this
exercise. Elbow'slBelanofPs initial purpose for group work appears to echo Bruffee's
epistemological goals: "We want to emphasize the collaborative dimension that is
inherent in the making of meaning . . . All meaning has a foundation in society and
groups" (ElbowlBelanoff 254). They do not mean, however, that meaning only resides
in society or groups, but rather that individual meaning can be obtained from interaction
in a group. Meaning can emerge in a social context because the group is the springboard
for individuals to develop their own meaning. When students arrange themselves in
groups, they are instructed to share their freewriting responses, and to listen to others
read the poem and their responses. Finally students are to freewrite about how the other
members' responses affect their own response to the poem. ElbowlBelanoff want
students to see the poem in different ways so that all individual students can decide for
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themselves what the best interpretation is. The ultimate goal, then, for this group work
is asserted by these two pedagogues: "We're not saying you should try to agree with
other readers (though agreement may indeed emerge). Just use other readers; try out
their readings to see if they are any help to you" (ElbowlBelanoff255). Every individual
in the group essentially "uses" other members' interpretations to formulate his/her own.
Murray also employs group work during his workshops when he assigns the
reading of "non-student texts" "by well-known authors" (Murray 196). Students read a
particular text together during a workshop meeting, and "... subject the published text
to the same scrutiny that a draft within the class receives" (Murray 197). Students offer
oral or written responses to the published text, as they also do when engaging in peer
criticism. They edit the text, and/or answer the questions "What workslWhat needs
work?" (Murray 195). Murray's group work resembles the group work employed by
ElbowlBelanoff in their classroom since students' critical skills are increased as a result
of editing. The difference is that students are not specifically interpreting the meaning of
a published text, but are instead interpreting the mechanics of the text by editing it, and
interpreting the way in which the text achieves or does not achieve a particular effect by
answering the questions "What works/What needs work?" Murray believes "[i]t is
extremely helpful for the students to examine published texts form a writer's point of
view" (Murray 197). A reader's point of view would tend to engage students in reading
the text with awe (Le., the text is right and perfect because it is published). "A writer's
point of view" places each student in the position of a writer who has an equal right to
edit the text. Furthermore, by sharing their responses, students achieve a clearer
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understanding of their own interpretations and this helps students when they become
readers of their own writing. However, students do not try to reach a "consensus"
regarding their judgments about the published text. The ultimate goal of this activity, as
with any workshop activity, as Murray claims, is for students to "... help each other
develop their own meanings and their own voices" (Murray 187).
Elbow'sfBelanoffs and Murray's group work assures that students can "develop
their own meaning and their own voices" (i.e., become Subjects) with the help ofa group
of peers because this individual meaning is the primary goal ofExpressivist group work.
The focus is never on the group as a whole constructing meaning but rather always on
the individual constructing meaning; therefore, the development of individual meaning
cannot be bypassed as it potentially can be in Bruffee's classroom. And because the goal
of consensus is conspicuously absent in Expressivist group work, students are never
placed in the position of having to relinquish "their own meanings" since they do not
have to agree with other meanings in the group.
Since the epistemological goal underlying the Expressivist collaborative methods
of learning is for students to find and develop individual meaning in their writing, and
even in their interpretations of literary texts, students most likely will emerge as Subjects
or 'beings for themselves." Even though James Berlin claims that Expressivist
epistemology ultimately lies in a transcendent realm, it is clear that Peter Elbow and
Donald Murray strongly believe that individual knowledge is obtained as a result of
students interacting in a group of peers. And Elbow's and Murray's strong commitment
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to the development of individual Subjects enables their students to participate in Paulo
Freire's "dialogical theory of action."
As we have seen, Kenneth Bruffee's goals for the collaborative methods of
learning can be potentially oppressive especially if students are not yet emerging as
Subjects or if they are beginning to emerge as Subjects and are expected to relinquish
their views in order to reach a consensus. Like John Trimbur, I do not see consensus
(i.e., complete agreement) as a necessary or even realistic goal in the social construction
of knowledge. Surely, if students can "agree to disagree" (Trimbur 615) as Trimbur
suggests, they are still socially constructing knowledge, albeit the knowledge will be
heterogeneous (a more desirable goal anyway) instead ofhomogeneous.
Although Bruffee overlooks the importance of students becoming and developing
as Subjects, I nevertheless want to claim that it is his version of the collaborative
methods of learning that will ultimately enact Freire's "dialogical theory of action. " The
reason is that Bruffee's methods enable students to collectively "name the world" (i.e.,
act upon the world of the classroom by constructing knowledge) "in order to transfonn
it" (i.e., transfonn the traditional acquisition and production of knowledge in the
classroom). The collective transformation of the acquisition and production of
knowledge enables students to see that they are "mutually responsible" (Wallerstein 34)
for this action. Elbow's/Murray's students may be acquiring knowledge as a result of
interacting with a group of peers, as opposed to receiving "deposits" of knowledge from
a teacher, but their students are collaborating only to develop individual knowledge.
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These students are therefore not likely to learn that the production of knowledge in the
classroom is a "mutually responsible" endeavor.
It seems to me that the ideal situation for enacting Freire's "dialogical theory of
action," via collaborative methods of learning, would involve first employing Elbow's or
Murray's collaborative methods of learning in order to insure that students become
"beings for themselves." Then Bruffee's version of these methods, minus the requirement
for consensus (complete agreement), could be employed so that students would
collectively "name" and "transform the world" of the classroom. Using group work on
King Lear as an example, students could initially be presented with questions about the
text in order to develop individual understanding, and then students could move back
into groups with the primary goal of developing a social understanding of the text
(one in which understanding, rather than complete agreement about a single
interpretation, is the goal). Of course the type of classroom I am advocating requires
that the teacher, like Freire, believes both that knowledge can be acquired individually
and also that human beings can collectively construct knowledge. Freire, after all,
claims that "dialogical action" requires the "cooperation" of Subjects: "Cooperation, as a
characteristic of dialogical action -- which occurs only among Subjects (who may,
however, have diverse levels of functions and thus responsibility) -- can only be achieved
through communication" (Freire 149). Elbow's and Murray's liberating collaborative
methods of learning foster the development of Subjects who can be taught to
"communicate" using Bruffee's version of collaborative methods to "cooperatively" and
responsibly transform the production of knowledge in the classroom.
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Notes
1 In this exchange between Huber and Rogers, Huber admits that Rogers's notion of
dialogue in the therapist-client relationship is indeed dialogic: "This is a very good
example for a certain moment of dialogic existence. I mean, two persons have a certain
situation in common" (Huber 170). However, Huber does not see this dialogue as
mutually equal because of the emotional problems in the patient. Huber tells Rogers how
the client "... is not interested in you as you" (Huber 171). The client essentially does
not care, for example, about the therapist's emotional problems like the therapist cares
about the client's problems; the client, according to Huber, is only interested in how the
therapist can help him/her.
2 Daelemans and Maranhao discuss Hakhtin's critique of Freud's notion of "the nature of
consciousness:" "The bone of contention here is the nature of consciousness: it is
ideological for Hakhtin and reality based for Freud" (Dae1emanslMaranhao 222).
Hakhtin views the consciousness as containing several meanings, all of which the patient
may not be aware of, while Freud views the consciousness as containing the "singular
meaning" that the patient is aware of Freud relegates what the patient is not aware of to
the terrain of the unconscious.
3 Maurice Friedman, in his "Introductory Essay" to The Knowledge of Man, also
succinctly explains Huber's notion of existential dialogue: "The inmost growth of the self
is not induced by man's relation to himself ..., but by the confirmation in which one man
knows himself to be 'made present' in his uniqueness by the other" (Huber 21). "I" only
know that I exist in my dialogical interaction with another (a "Thou").
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4 "Problem-posing education" is discussed in great detail by Freire in chapter three of
Pedagogy of the Oppressed. He offers this education as an antidote for "the banking
concept of education" in which students are treated as ignorant "objects" to be filled with
knowledge by the teacher. "Problem-posing education" entails an ongoing dialogue
between teacher and students. Teachers begin this process by obtaining "the generative
themes" of the Brazilian peasants, which are certain subjects that are a part of their life
(low wages for example). Teachers then "codify" a "generative theme;" i.e., they create
a picture or a story that contains the theme, and then "re-present" it to the students as a
'problem" to be discussed and eventually solved.
5 Freire believes that the oppressed Brazilian peasants do not view themselves as
Subjects ("I's") prior to "problem-posing education." The oppressed, according to
Freire, view themselves as a part of the oppressive reality created by the Brazilian
government. The peasants thus interact with their reality in the same manner in which
animals interact with their environment: ". . . animals lack the ability to exercise
limit-acts, which require a decisive attitude towards the world: separation from and
objectification of the world in order to transform it" (Freire 81). Animals cannot
"exercise limit-acts;" i.e., "... those [acts] directed at negating and overcoming, rather
than passively accepting, the 'given' " (Freire 80). Animals, like the oppressed, do not
attempt to actively "transform" their environment ("limit situation" [Freire 80]) because
they do not see themselves as "separate" from it. Freire contends that the oppressed also
merely accept and "adapt to [their environment]" (Freire 81).
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Dialogic educators, using "problem-posing education," assist the peasants in "...
acquir[ing] the ability to 'intervene' in reality as it is unveiled" (Freire 90). As the
peasants' "generative themes" are posed to them as problems instead of as a "given,"
their reality is "unveiled" as "separate" from them (i.e., it is "objectified"). Subsequently,
they realize that they can "intervene" and act upon this reality in order to change it. They
thus become "beings for themselves" (Freire 142) instead of "beings for" the oppressors.
6 In peer criticism and group work students may very well have some individual
understanding/meaning in regard to the task set by the teacher; whereas in peer tutoring,
the tutees probably have not gained this understanding prior to their engagement in this
method (thus the reason the tutees need a tutor).
7 Kenneth Bruffee, in "Collaborative Learning and the 'Conversation of Mankind',"
asserts his belief regarding the inseparability of thought and language. He relies on the
work of Michael Oakeshott and Lev Vygotsky to conclude that "reflective thought" is
human conversation outside the individual which has been internalized (Bruffee 639).
Bruffee states:
The view that conversation and thought are causally related assumes not
that thought is an essential attribute of the human mind but that it is
instead an artifact created by social interaction. We can think because we
can talk, and we think in ways we have learned to talk. (Bruffee 640)
8 All further references to Kenneth Bruffee's work are in this article.
9 Confronting AIDS: Directions for Public Health, Health Care, and Research (1986) by
the Institute of MedicinelNational Academy of Sciences provides a valuable analysis of
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the history and symptomatology of this disease. The authors state, in regard to the
AIDS virus: "In 1983, research efforts yielded very suggestive evidence for the
involvement of a novel human retrovirus in AIDS" (39). mv is a special type of virus
known as a retrovirus because it reproduces itself using RNA instead of DNA. The
genetic transmission of this virus does not have to be understood, however, to
understand my purpose of simply illustrating the way in which mv as the cause ofAIDS
was "socially justified as belief" I have some authority on this subject since I am a
Registered Nurse who worked solely on an AIDS unit from 1987-1994.
10 In Confronting AIDS, the authors state: "Testing of sera [i.e., blood] from AIDS
patients and persons with AIDS-associated conditions disclosed the presence of
antibodies reactive with the protein constituents ofillV in almost all instances ..." (40).
That is, patients with symptoms of AIDS tested positive for antibodies to my. Lab
tests can only detect antibodies to the virus, not the actual virus.
11 Although Berlin defines the Expressivist epistemology as involving a transcendent
realm of meaning, Kay Halasek, in her article, contends that Expressivism should not be
strictly reduced to pure Neo-Platonism: "Resisting a reductive definition of expressivist
rhetoric, questioning the concept that all expressivists seek an objective truth within the
individual, and broadening the ends of expressivism will save it from condemnation as
merely a 'quest for psychic redemption' and 'personal growth' " (Halasek 155). Halasek
in particular does not view Elbow's goals for writing as a search for 1I0 bjective truthll
within the individual, but rather as a search for individual, not necessarily transcendent,
mearung. She has an excellent point because if Elbow and Murray only wanted their
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students to discover a purely transcendent truth, why would they even bother engaging
their students in group activities?
12 All subsequent references to Donald Murray's work are in this text.
13 Peter Elbow and Pat Belanoff, in Sharing and Responding, employ a related method of
peer tutoring which is "the descriptive outline (developed by Kenneth Bruffee)"
(ElbowlBelanoff 38). Readers actually analyze each paragraph of a writer's piece. The
readers (peer tutors) write two sentences which summarize each paragraph. One
sentence summarizes what the paragraph "says," and the other one summarizes what the
paragraph "does" (38). The peer writer then gets a clear sense of what his/her writing is
actually "saying" (i.e., its meaning), and what his/her writing actually "does" (i.e.,
describes a subject, argues a position, etc.). This is a non-critical form of feedback
because readers are simply telling the writer the affect his/her piece has on them.
14 John Trimbur, in "Consensus and Difference in Collaborative Learning," does not view
consensus as a realistic collaborative goal:
. . . I want to displace consensus to a horizon which may never be
reached ... Under the utopian aegis of consensus, students can learn to
agree to disagree, not because 'everyone has their own opinion,' but
because justice demands that we recognize the inexhaustibility of
difference and that we organize the conditions in which we live and work
accordingly. (Trimbur 615)
Trimbur does not seem to deny that consensus can be an ideal ("utopian") goal of
collaborative learning, but he thinks that "agreeing to disagree" is a more realistic goal
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since students have too many "differences" that preclude them from reaching Bruffee's
goal of consensus (i.e., complete agreement).
Lester Faigley, in Fragments of Rationality: Postmodernity and the Subject of
Composition, has recognized Trimbur's critique ofBruffee's goal of consensus (42-43) in
the course of his discussion on the Habermas-Lyotard debate over ". . . the goal of
dialogue as consensus ... in discourse ..." (42).
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